From this definition we obtain a simple form of the familiar Lagrange identity extended to matrix differential expressions.
Theorem ( 
Y+P(X) -(P+(Y))+X = Y+(AD(CX) + BX) -(C+D(A +Y) + B +Y)+X.
Now observe that DZ may occur as a differential expression or as a derivative of a matrix, these will coincide only when operating on constant matrices. To distinguish these possibilities let (DZ)X note a matrix multiplier operator applied to X, and let 
Y+P(X) -(P+(Y))+X = (Y+A)D(CX) + D(Y+A(CX) = D(Y+ACX).
The Lagrange identity for one nth order linear equation is included in (1.3) by considering an equivalent system of « linear equations; moreover, the Lagrange identity for a /cth order matrix differential expression (of « x « matrices) is also included in (1.3), the matrices then being of order kn x kn. As always, integration of the Lagrange identity derives for us a Green's formula:
( are equivalent if and only if: ( 3) The beginning stages of this development correspond to those given by Reid [19 A case of frequent occurrence is Ct =/, the identity matrix, then (1.5) may be written (1.6) Ay = A2C2; A2DC2 = By-B2.
The criterion for Lagrange self-adjointness, (that is P = P+) is Matrix differential expressions can be multiplied on the right by a differentiable matrix or on the left by a continuous matrix and the result is a matrix differential expression. Multiplication on the right corresponds to an allowable change of dependent variables in the matrix equation P(X) = 0, say X = TZ; whereas multiplication on the left merely forms linear combinations of the original component equations.
Definition 2. Two matrix differential expressions P, Q are equivalent under a transformation if there exist nonsingular matrices Se^O,!], Te^'fO,!] such that P and SQT are equivalent. Definition 3. A matrix differential expression P = ADC + B is nonsingular if AC is nonsingular. But AD(CT) + BT= 0, so T~1C~1A~1PT is equivalent to D. Now suppose Ae^lO, 1] so that P+ is defined. Then the corresponding equivalence transformation for P+ makes W~ 1(A+)~1(C + y1P+W equivalent to D. Now D = D + so these expressions are Lagrange adjoints and equivalent. By choice of initial matrices, Green's Formula (1.4) shows that W+ACT= I and we have (1.9).
Thus, starting from any nonsingular expression P, this construction gives an equivalence transformation to its adjoint; namely, P+= (T+ )~lW+PTWx. Matrix differentia] expressions can be combined in a variety of ways(4) to build up linear matrix differential equations but only very special ones of these relate in a natural way to the problems that arise in the discussion of systems of linear equations. The most important type has the form:
(1.10) DY=AY+YB; ,4, Be #[0,1].
We will need several basic properties of such equations which follow rather naturally from certain transformation properties of matrix differential expressions analogous to those well known for matrices. Let P and Q be matrix differential expressions and let S, T, \j/ be nonsingular matrices on Observe that condition (1.8) with ^4 = 7 applies to (1.11) which proves (i) and shows that T~lP(T) = (T~1P(T))+ is the necessary and sufficient condition for T~ 1PT to be equivalent to its adjoint. To prove (ii), use Theorem 3 with A = C = 7, then T= IT since P+=P, also W + T=I (see (1.9)) and thus T + T=I. For the other direction of (ii), we know that ij/Dip* is self-adjoint for all isometries i/c and P = i/c7)i/c+ by hypothesis. Hence P = P+ follows from (i). ). Here we are only concerned with the case of matrices but will be interested principally in the case that F, Fare matrices of functions (not involving the integration variable in (2.1)). With F held fixed ifr(Y) is a nonlinear function of F defined on the set of positive definite matrices into the space of n x n matrices. In the applications to polar decompositions the nonlinear character is our main interest. Let 38n be the algebra ofnxn matrices under the matrix norm Except for the differentiability with respect to a parameter this lemma is a special case of the main results of Heinz and Rosenblum. The differentiability follows in a routine manner from the fact that although DF/dt and F may not commute, we still have || dF"/dt || = n \\dF/dt \\ \\F\\". Since Wy(t) is defined on [0,1] and is Hermitian we have \J¿0z%:J¿y(t) for 0 = í ^ t0 so JF^r) > 0 on this interval. The induction above then proves that Wk(t) = Wk(t) > 0 for 0 _ t z% t0 and all k. Moreover we have the following uniform bounds over this interval (2.15) \\Wk(t)\\z%M0 + ^>, H^oell áj-.
The convergence properties now result from the nonlinear inequality (2.8) Since p< 1, the series K + Z^oW+i -Wk) converges in norm by the ratio test (2.18) and thus by the choice of norm (2.17) the sequence of partial sums converges uniformly on 0 ^ t iï pt0. But WN(t) = K+ ¿ (Wk+l(t)-Wk(t)) k = 0 so the iteration sequence converges to a continuous limit function W(t) which satisfies wit) = k + f'aew,t)(H(x)) dx, ost^Pt0. We have only defined ifw for W= W+ >0 but if we relaxed this and defined 3?W(Y) by means of the basic property (2.6) then the differential equation (2.12) is still meaningful. In particular, we will prove that if V(t) e #1 is any matrix such that is Hermitian and for 0 ^ f < rx it is positive definite. From the definition of ¿?V(()(/7(r)) equation (2.12) shows that idW/dt)W+ WidW/dt) = dU/dt for 0 = t = pt0. So WTf) is a positive definite square root of C/(i). Now the convergence proof worked for any 0 ;£ p < 1 so we have Wit) on 0 = í < t0. If f0 < tx, then let ^#2 be the least eigenvalue of Wit) for any 0 = f = it. If we now begin anew at r = r0 -^#2/4n with the initial value X replaced by Wit0 -Ji\l4h), then we can construct the solution on i0 -Jt \/4h i¿ t < t0 + Jil/4h by (2.14). Thus extension is possible up to ty.
Finally, uniqueness holds on 0 5Í t < ty since it holds on an initial closed interval of positive width, so there can be no last point at which two solutions coincide short of tx- where W = IT + >0. Since IT and IT2 are positive definite Hermitian matrices, both i£w and &ñl are bounded transformations by Lemma 2 and satisfy restricted Lipschitz conditions in terms of IF and W2. But for 77 = 77+, we have dW/dt = (dW/dt)+ and we can repeat all of the proof of Theorem 8 without alteration. Actually, the complication introduced by ¿fwl is a benefit to convergence because || ifw\ || = 21| W ||2, whereas || £?w || = \1| IT-11|.
In the next section we will prove that the solution extends to the whole interval [0,1] but for this we need a further property of Hermitian equations defined in §1.
3. Polar factors. In this section we will give a constructive method of determining the polar factors of a solution matrix for the general problem The properties needed for the proposed polar decomposition arise as direct corollaries of Theorems 7 and 8. Also, we have nowhere assumed either existence or uniqueness of square roots of non-negative definite matrices and both follow from a simple limit argument and Theorem 7. Admittedly, this may only be a curiosity, but since Picard's method works it is reasonable to consider those things constructable from (2.12); particularly since the square root of a matrix still poses a challenging computational problem. In general a positive definite Hermitian matrix of class ^[0,1] has a square root of the same differentiability by Remark 2 and the above. The positive definiteness is clearly necessary on the closed interval as can be seen by the simple counterexample in one dimension, Wit) = t213. The differentiability properties of the square root of positive definite Hermitian matrices and related regularity questions has been carefully studied by Reid ([22] , 1958) using the binomial series approach. Our method presented here is constructively different and by virtue of the exponential functions involved in constructing a solution to (2.12) may have the advantage of more rapid convergence when used as the basis for a numerical method. Although differentiability may not hold for square roots of non-negative Hermitian matrices, they can still be be constructed using the differential equation approach via (2.12). The growth properties of the solutions are determined by W, which indicates the value of a detailed study of equation (3.8 ) and the matrix M in their dependence upon //. The development presented here does not require the restriction to a finite interval and thus an asymptotic analysis is also suggested. Finally, it appears that this formalism may have significant advantages in numerical calculations because it so frequently happens that the rapid oscillations of component functions in Y are consequences of the isometric factor in the solutions while both M and IF are well behaved. Thus the extent to which M may be used to answer questions concerning oscillation characteristics is of importance. The author is extremely grateful to Professors M. R. Hestenes and W. T. Reid for making their works available and for their encouragement.
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